SharpRx®
The next-generation in pharmacy management.

With easier navigation, simplified searching and faster processing with fewer steps, SharpRx gives you the competitive edge your pharmacy needs. It's a whole new approach that works intuitively and includes convenient touchscreen capabilities – so it's simple to learn and easy to use.

SharpRx helps you solve your biggest pharmacy challenges and offers flexible reporting features through SQL-database architecture. SharpRx packs usability, efficiency and affordability into one easy-to-use system.

Easy to Use and Even Easier to Learn
Easy on the eyes and simple to navigate with user-friendly icons, SharpRx was designed to work intuitively so it offers immediate usability. An inviting, uncluttered screen displays the most frequently used tasks and functions. Minimal keystrokes and steps make it synonymous with productivity. Plus, unlike systems modified to include prescription synchronization, SharpRx was designed for it with a process that flows seamlessly. Touchscreen, keyboard and mouse capabilities, along with multiple screen access, simplify the daily challenges of multitasking.

Built-In Smart Search Improves Efficiency
SharpRx includes smart-search technology to allow for keyword or partial-information searches for prescriber, patient, medication and more – from any screen. Relevant icons and a prominent search bar on every screen provide fast, easy access to the information you need, when you need it. Easily find prescriber records by entering all or part of the prescriber name, the NPI number or the DEA number of the doctor. Retrieving patient profiles and those of family members couldn't be simpler. Household members are connected on the same screen for efficiency.

Packed with Productivity Tools
QS/1® consulted many pharmacists to find out what they wanted and needed in a pharmacy management system. With that pharmacist insight and the latest technology, SharpRx was created to handle daily tasks quickly with fewer steps to increase efficiency. Designed with multiple time-saving features, you can switch between screens without having to back track or start over on a task.

It includes an easy-to-use label and form generator – simply drag and drop to create custom labels and forms without the need for software support. Built-in compliance measures that automatically alert you to any errors and e-script information are clearly displayed and automatically sent to the prescription-intake queue. SharpRx works with the printers, barcode readers and other equipment you already have in place and allows you to scan barcodes from any screen. With the built-in tools you need for e-Prescribing, PMP reporting, prior authorization and more, SharpRx packs efficiency into one affordable and easy-to-use system.

- Developed with extensive guidance from pharmacists
- Intuitive display – so it’s easy to use
- Quick updates for regulatory compliance
- Touchscreen convenience for pharmacy
- Tools to aid adherence, Five-Star Ratings and synchronization
- Manages reimbursement and inventory issues
- Third-party claims processing
- Reporting via SQL-database architecture
- Includes these tools and services for added convenience:
  - Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP)
  - Eligibility Checking (CardFinder™)
  - Prior Authorization (CoverMyMeds®)
  - Automatic Price and Prescriber updates
  - Clinical Updates
  - Drug Images and Imprints
  - E-prescribing
  - Architext® warning labels
  - Patient Education (Monographs, MedGuides and CarePoints®)
  - Remote Backup
  - Rebate Programs
  - IVR interface
  - Point-of-Sale software
Quickly Add New Patient Profiles

Scan the barcode from a patient’s driver’s license or state-issued ID and the fields are auto-populated with the information from the ID.

With SharpRx, it is much faster to add a new Patient Record because you spend much less time on manual data entry.

Fast Access to the Information You Need

SharpRx clearly displays the required fields for an e-script in a familiar format. Patient, prescriber and drug information auto-populates for faster processing.

Customize your e-script information to display only what you need in your preferred layout.

Customize Labels and Forms

Drag and drop to create custom labels and forms without the need for software support.

Download, edit and view the details, or copy labels and forms such as e-script and refill requests.